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1. 
It is suggested that the electrostatic force ot attraction 
between spheres, rather than the sparking voltage, be adopted as 
the standard method ot measuring high voltage. This proposal is 
baaed on the tollowing investigations and results: 
l. The sparking voltage of 50 centimeter standard testing 
spheres varies considerably even when corrections are made for 
changing air density. At larger spacings, the gap is influenced 
by the unavoidable presence of ground planes. 
a. Accurate tores measurements :macle over a period of several 
months gave a mean sparking voltage curve which differs by a few 
per cent from a newly reoOllllmnded A.I.E.E. standard curve. 
3. Only one correction tactor, to account for the presence 
ot extraneous bodies in the laboratory, need be applied to vol-
tage computed from measured forces. It is sbcnm that this tac-
tor is small and a technique is described for its preciae compu-
tation. 
4.. C<11Jputationa haTe been made for the ettect or the spheres' 
aba.nka and the laboratory f'loor and walls on the attractive force 
between spheres. 
The main reaul ta of this reaearoh have been published in a 
paper, •The Sparkles• Sphere Gap Voltmeter II•, Electrical Engin-
eering, Vol. 55, No. 5, by R. w. Sorensen and the author. Thia 
paper ha.a been acheduled for discuaaion a~ the A.I.E .E. 1938 
eummer convention. 
2. 
INTRODUCTION 
For some 7ears there has been a demand for more accurate 
high potential measurement. Need for a primary standard and 
dis-satisfaction with present standards were so emphasized by 
lengt~ discussions at the 1934 Summer Convention of the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers that this problem was made a 
part of the research program of the California Institute of 
Technology High Voltage Laboratory. 
Accordingly, Dr. Jesse E. Hobsonl• and the author, working 
under Professor R. W. Sorensen, commenced work on what is now 
termed the "Sparkless Sphere-Ge.p Voltmeter11 2. The pioneering 
work done by Dr. Hobson is completely described by him in his 
thesis for the Doctorate degree submitted in 1935 a.nd entitled, 
"High Voltage Precision Measurements". The results of this 
research may also be found in a paper, "The Sparkless Bphere-Ga.p 
Voltmeter", by Professor R. w. Sorensen, J. E. Hobson, and the 
author of this thesis2. (Because this paper includes a descrip-
tion of some of the apparatus used in the research reported. in 
this thesis as well as some curves and tables used in computa-
tions, it ba.s been incorporated into this thesis as Appendix A.) 
The preliminary work on the Sparkless Sphere-Gap Voltmeter 
showed it to have promise as a means for the accurate measurement 
• For all numbered references, see Bibliography. 
3. 
of high voltage. It was found to have many advantages over the 
conventional sparking spheres (see Appendix A). The question as 
to whether it could be tel'llled an absolute standard was still to 
be investigated, for the computation of volta&e from a measured 
force assumed isolated spheres, whereas actually the floor and 
walls of the laboratory and the leads and supporting structure 
were known to influence the relation between force and voltage. 
An analysis of means whereby the effect of floors, walls and 
shanks, etc. could be determined and possibly a quantitative 
evaluation of the disturbance in terms of a correction factor to 
be applied to the computations were desired. 
Recognition of inaccuracies in the present A.I.E.E. Standard 
Sparking Curves for spheres from 25 to 200 centimeters brought a 
request from the Measurements and Standards Committee of the 
A.I.E.E. for a recalibration of the sphere gaps. In Appendix B, 
the means for arriving at both the old sparking curves and those 
of recent investigators are described briefly. It is seen that 
there was little reason to expect the previous curves to be correct 
and little more reason to expect accuracy on the part of recent 
investigators; their results differ by several per cent. Thus, 
a careful measurement of the sparking voltage for a standard gap 
by use of the sparkless spheres promised to be of great value and 
was undertaken. 
The sparking voltage between spheres of definite size and 
gap spacing is known to depend on many factors. If sparking 
4. 
spheres are to continue to serve a.a a. means for measuring high 
potentials then it is necess&ry' to ascertain the relations between 
the sparking voltage and the factors which influence its value. 
:Because the force readings are known to be independent of most 
of these factors, such as changing atmospheric conditions, 
pertinent data on the beb&Tior of a gap over a period of several 
months could be obtained by repeated measurements of sparking 
voltages . Further. it was deemed of value to investigate quite 
completely the effect of the proximity of ground planes on the 
sparking voltage of a sphere gap. 
5. 
MEASUBEMENT OF SPARKING VOLTAGE 
FOR FIFTY CENTIMETER SPHERES 
Description of Apparatus 
Voltage was obtained from the one million volt cascade 
transformer of the California Institute of Technology. 3 The 
effective value of the voltage wave delivered to the spheres 
through a water hose r-esistor by the transfonner set was known 
to be 99.25 per cent that of a true sine wave having the same 
crest value. (See Figure 5, Appendix A.) 
The force meter is completely described in Appendix A and 
none but small changes were made in applying the meter to this 
series of measurements . A simple damper consisting of a vane 
about one-foot square suspended in oil was installed. The vane 
was mounted on the shank of the moving sphere near the 
cathetometer table. However this damper was removed after a 
series of tests showed that its beneficial effect in reducing 
oscillations was more than offset by the increase in time needed 
for the moving sphere to respond to a very- small force. Also, 
it was attempted to improve the sensitivity of the force-measuring 
device by replacing the bicycle wheel by a device having even 
less friction and permitting a multiplication of the forces to 
be read. A scheme investigated was the simple one of making the 
end of the shank (to which previously was fastened the cord 
passing over the bicycle wheel - Figure 3 of Appendix A) support 
6. 
one of two very thin equal length wires carrying the balancing 
weight. the other wire being held by a stationary support. The 
length of the wires and the distance bet"een moving and fixed 
supports being known, the horizontal pull on the spheres for a 
given weight is also kn01'Il. In practice it was found that the 
small changing vertical component acting on the shank of the 
sphere due to the balancing weight actually caused sufficient 
deflection to disturb the zero reading on the cathetometer. To 
eliminate this error would have introduced more friction, so the 
original force-measuring device was again installed. 
The fifty centimeter spheres are spun aluminwn, standard 
testing spheres purchased from the General Electric Company. A 
special frame (Figure 1) was constructed for them, using paraffined 
me.ple and pine. and with clearances as recommended by A.I.E.E. 
standards for high voltage testing. The shank of the lower, 
grounded sphere was equipped with an indicator, adjustable for 
zero setting, which enabled the reading of gap spacing on a 
parallel scale. 
To obtain the very large number of spark-ove115 desired to give 
dependable results, it was necessary to protect the spheres 
against pitting. Experience had shown that a water rheostat to 
limit the current after spark-over was entirely unsatisfactory 
because of the difficulty of keeping the rheosta t in operating 
condition after it had suffered a number of spark-overs, and of 
7. 
Figure 1. 
designing it for the high voltage conditinns in the first place; 
also, even with a megohm or more of resistance, the spheres would 
pit badly before the voltage could be removed by the breaker 
operating from the remote controls. Through a gift from the 
Kelman Electric & Mfg. Company, a special quick opening breaker 
was installed in the primaries of the million volt set. Several. 
current transformer coils were made available so that the trip 
circuit could be energized by an arc at any voltage, even with 
the one megohm resistance in series. 
8. 
The dimensions of the le.bora.tory and the arrangement of 
equipment are shown in Figo.re 2. The clearances are seen to be 
quite large. S1 is the sparkless 100 centimeter sphere-gap 
voltmeter and S2 is the standard 50 centimeter sphere-gap. The 
laboratory is 64 feet wide with the test gaps approximately along 
the center of the building; all dimensions shown are in feet. 
The parallel connection of gape as shown was unbroken except for 
a minor set of experiments to determine whether the presence of 
the sparkless spheres would influence the readings of the sparking 
spheres. 
Calibration Procedure 
The calibration procedure was as follows:- The 50 centimeter 
sphere-gap was set at some desired spacing and a large n'llI!lber of 
spark-over tests me.de for ea.ch setting, the voltage on the 
tertiary or voltmeter coil of the first transformer being noted at 
the instant of spark-over. The voltage was increased from zero to 
sparking value at as fast a rate as possible consistent with the 
ability to read the tertiary voltmeter accurately. Slower rates 
of voltage rise are productive of greater variations in spark-over 
voltage for any given gap setting, since if the voltage is held 
just below normal spark-over value for a long enough time, the 
gap it seems. will finally spark over. 
These tests were followed by and interspersed with many tests 
to determine the relation bet~een tertiary: voltmeter readings and 
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10. 
force measurements on the 100 centimeter spheres. Thus the 
tertiary voltmeter readings were made to serve wholly as compara-
tive readings, making unnecessary a determination of the relation 
between tertiary voltage and voltage of the transformer. Each 
test period consisted of two sets of readings, one of tertiary 
voltages at which sparking occurred on the fifty centimeter 
spheres for a small range of spacings, the other of the forces 
between the sparkless spheres at known spacings and over the 
same range of voltage as in the first set of readings, as indicated 
by the tertiary voltmeter. During each test period, all connec-
tions and equipment were undist~bed except for a special minor 
s eries of tests to be described. A preliminary set of experiments 
showed that the voltage may vary slowly and considerably during 
the time necessary to obtain a balance with the force-measuring 
device; these experiments also showed that the moving sphere was 
sufficiently sensitive to determine whether the voltage was 
changing or constant. Accordingly, a. signal system was used so 
that the tertiary voltmeter was read always at the instant of 
be.lance. 
To insure a maximum of force, the spacing on the sparkless 
spheres was kept at a minimum for each voltage range. The meter 
was adjusted for zero setting (see Appendix A) at the beginning 
of each test period and returned often to zero spacing to disclose 
any shifting of the supports. Atmospheric pressure and temperature 
11. 
were observed and all readings of sparking voltage were corrected 
to 25 degrees Centigrade and 760 millimeters barometric pressure4 • 
From the known force and sparkless sphere-gap spacing, the value 
ot voltage was computed using the equation V= 9f().f" ff 
and the values ot S given in Table III ot Appendix A. 
Typical test data is given in Table I. The relation between 
tertiary voltmeter reading and voltage computed trom the measured 
torce was taken fran curves (Figures 3 and 4) drawn through the 
mean ot points determined during many test periods and by dit-
ferent observers. A consideration of the possible errors made 
in obtaining the points on these curves indicated this procedure 
to be better than that of obtaining the sparking voltage tor 
any one period of tests from a cune betlveen :f'oroe and tertiary 
voltage obtained during that same period. 
Teats were for the most part made with the sparking gap 
in nomal operating position, the axis of the gap vertical and 
the center of the upper and f'U:ed sphere about 275 centimeters 
or 5-1/2 diameters above the tloor. Two sets of tests were macle 
w1 th the gap horizontal, one at the same height - about 5 diame-
tera above the floor - and the other at a distance ot 3 diameters 
above the floor. ilso, a tew readings were taken with the gap 
vertical and over 10 diaIJBtere above the floor . A minor series 
of readings of tertiary voltage at sparking was made w1 th the 
connection to the sparkless spheres removed to determine the 
influence of this change . 
18. 
Table I 
'l'n1cal Test Data 
Sparking Spheres 
Zero setting 
Barometer b 
Temperature t 
Scale 
3 .92 b.,,..,.,. 
2.73 i- fcutf'. 
Ge.p 
7.78 Clll. 
740 m.m. 
Terti&rT 
Volta 
V1 
tram 
am.. Cllll. Veter A ngur: ~ 
October 29, lg~ 
V2 
Corrected 
Vol tap 
11.72 4: 21.3 72.'1 x.v. 7• x.v. 
• • 21.& 73.6 75 
" • 22.0 75.2 ?6.5 
12.72 5 27.05 93.:S 9!5 
• • 26.7 92.0 93.t5 
Sparkless Sphere• 
Zero Setting 7 .7 cm. 
Scale Gap Tert1a17 Force Volt8.@9 
Volta grama Canpute4 
CJl. cm. 
12.'1 5.0 2~.o 65 '11.l x.v. 
" • 23.8 83 80.!5 
• • 26.5 100 88.!5 
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15. 
Results or smk-over Measuremmta 
The results ot the tests described above tor the sparking 
spheres in the normal vertical position with the upper sphere 
at about 5-l/2 diameters above the :floor and the lower sphere 
grounded are beat seen from Figure 5. In this figure, the teat 
points obtained are plotted ao that the ordinate represents the 
ditterences in crest kilovolts between the voltages indicated 
by the points and the voltages at which, according to a proposed 
new A.I.E.E. standard sparking curve {Appendix B), the gap tor 
a given setting should spark over. Values obtained by other 
investigators are also shown. Figure 6 gives the usual fom 
of spark-over cul"V'e drawn through the mean of the point• in 
Figure 5. In Figure 6, curve A is the proposed new A.I .E .E. 
standard curve, B is trom Bellas ch 15, C is the curve through the 
mean of points in 1!'1gure 5, M is trom Meador6 , and P is trcm Peek4• 
At the higher spacings, the gap was tound to require several 
conditioning epark-oTers betore indicating the ability to give 
consistent readings. Except tor these conditioning readings 
and a few others quite evidently in error, all readinga have 
been plotted. Thu.a, the total spread ot points shown tor any given 
spacing ia not that tound during any one test periOd, but ia that 
which may be e%pected tor tests extending over several months under 
varying condi tiona as to temperature, humidity, and barometric 
pressure even with the usual corrections tor air density variation. 
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In Figure rz are plotted the deviations of teat point• :tram 
the proposed A.I .E.E. sparking cUl'Te for the case of spheres 
horizontal about 5-l/2 diameters above the floor. Here it is 
noted that the teat points tollow t hose for the vertical setting 
tor the same clearance to ground until about half diameter 18 
reached; at larger spacings, the gap when horizontal sparka over 
at vol tagea somewhat lower than for the same spacings with the 
gap vertical. The mean of the points in Figure 'l are plotted w1 th 
crosses on the cUl'Tea of Figure 6. As would be expected, the 
large spread ot points appears for the horizontal as well as the 
vertical setting, except for the very highest spacings. This lD8J" 
be because at these large si;acings the ground plaDe 1a sutticiently 
aeti va as a third electrode to cause sparking more consistently 
along a certain definite path. In the vertical set-up the arc 
was observed to vary over quite an area tor the larger •pacinga. 
With the gap horizontal and only 3 diameters aboTe the tloor, 
spark-over occurred tor all spacings at voltages much lower than 
in the two previous cases. That the gap was greatly influenced 
by the presence of the ground plane could be eeen tran the ahi:rt 
or the position where the arc struck on the surfaces ot the spheres. 
At a spacing of 40 centimeters, the voltage in this position waa 
less than 90 per cent ot the voltage required tor sparking with 
normal clearance. 
/9. 
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20. 
The set of tests made on the gap when vertical and 10 diam-
eters aboTe the floor (with even more clearance to the ceiling) 
gave readings almost identical with those for the nonnal vertical 
position up to one-halt diameter spacing; tor greater spacings 
the voltage required to produce sparking was tound to be greater 
than that in the normal. vertical poei tion. The ditterenoe became 
as much as 6 or 6~ at nearly tull diameter spacing. This ditterence 
was probably due not only to the diminished ettect of the floor, 
but also to the increased ettect of the ceiling. In the normal 
position the liDes ot force concentrate toward the grounded sphere 
due to the additional attraction or the ground, while at tbe higher 
position there are probably tewer lines coming from the hot sphere, 
due to the decreased oapaci t:r, and some or these lines end on the 
ceiling instead ot on the grounded sphere. 
Wben the aparkless spheres were disconnected, the tertiary 
voltmeter read a lower voltage when spark-over occurred for any 
g1 ven spacing or the sparking spheres than it indicated w1 th both 
gaps, as normally used in these tests, in parallel. The ettect 
or this chaDge ot connections should have been to decrease the 
current through the series water rheostat. However, this may not 
have caused an appreciable increase ot voltage at the spheres since 
the current was strongly leading. Also, a decrease in the leading 
current probably caused a drop in the terminal voltase or the 
transfonoor which would buck the effect of the diminished drop 
21. 
in the rheostat. It 1s not possible, without additional data, 
to ss;y how much of the 2 or 3% change in tertiary voltage reading 
at sparking was due to a change in the relation ot tertiary volts 
to volts at the spheres; but very probably some ot this ettect 
was due to the action of the electrostatic field coming tram the 
sparkless spheres. 
The tollowing conclusiollB haTe been reached by a survey ot 
the results ot the measurement of sparking vol ta@38: 
1. 'Ibe proposed new A.I .E .E . standard sparkill8 curve for the 
50 centimeter spheres indicates voltages which are too low tor the 
larger gap spacings and too high for the smaller spacings. 
2. The inf'luence of the floor and walls of the laboratory 
on the sparking voltage is very small for any position when the 
gaps are of the order ot 6 diameters from the grol.Dld plane and 
the gap spacings are less than three-tourths tull diameter. 
3. The sphere spark-gap voltmeter becomes increasingly 
inconsistent a.a the gap spacings exceed three-fourths f'ull 
diameter. The spark-over voltage is greatly int'luenced by the 
proxi.mi ty of ground planes at these higher spacings, the influ-
ence being observed even at clearances f'rom 6 to 10 diameters. 
4. Even when corrections are made for barometric pressure 
an4 temperature changes, the s phere spark-gap will not show the 
same sparking voltage at all times, the ditterences in readings 
being as much as 6 and 7 per cent and averaging a tew per cent 
at al.l spacings. 
22. 
Accuracy of Measurement of Sparking Voltages 
The accuracy of sparking voltage determination by means of the 
sparkless sphere gap ie a function of the accuracy possible in 
determining: 
l. Tertiary voltmeter reading 
2. Sphere gap spacinge 
3. Force 
4. Spacing factor S used in the equation F = S v2 
where F is the force and V is the voltage impressed on the 
spheres. 
The accuracy of single readings for items 1 to 3 was of the 
order of .2 per cent for tertiary voltmeter readings, 1/2 milli-
meter for readings of sphere gap settings, and within a gram for 
force readings, the forces ranging from 100 to over 350 grams. 
From Figures 3 and 4, it is possible to make a satisfactory 
estimate of the overall accuracy of items l to 3. To obtain 
each point plotted on Figure 3, a reading had to be taken of the 
tertiary voltmeter, the zero or contact position of the sparkless 
spheres, the gap setting of the sparkless spheres, and the force. 
The average deviation of these points from the mean was only 
about 1/2 per cent. The kilovolts for any tertiary voltmeter 
reading observed at spark-over of the 50 centimeter spheres 
was taken always from these curves. Now if item 4 is considered 
to cause no error, the error in each spark-over point plotted in 
23. 
Figures 5, 6, and 7 is the sum ot an error in a single tertiary 
voltmter reading, a gap setting on the tifty oentimeter spheres -
both of these in the tenths of a per cent - and an error in the 
relation between kilovolts and tertiary vol ts obtained trom 
Figures 5 and 4. The latter error must be te.r less than one-
halt per cent. Thus, aside from item -'• the test points should 
not be ott more than about l/2 per cent as a conservative estimate. 
The fourth item, ~acing factor s, can be calculated accu-
rately for isolated spheres (see Appendix A) . True isolated 
spheres are, ot course, impossible and tor actual conditions 
one must, as in the case of standard sphere gap measurell'.W3nts, 
take accotm.t ot supporting shanks and adjacent bodies . The accura-
cy with which the spacing factor tor isolated spheres may be 
applied to the spark-over voltage measurements is dealt w1 th 
in later sections of this thesis. The results of the investi-
gationa described t here indicate a correction not exceeding 
l.5 per cent to be applied to the test points ot Figures 5, 6, 7 
in the region from 40 to 50 centimeters spacing; not over .5 
or .6 per cent in the region :from 30 to 38 centimeters spacing; 
no correction below 30 centimeters spacing. The direction ot 
the correction is such as to decrease the values ot voltages 
plotted on these curves. 
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Preliminary Investigations of Possible Means 
tor Determining the Value ot the 
Sparklese Sphere GBP Voltmeter as an Absolute Standard 
Were it not tor the laboratory floor and walls and the 
shanks on the spheres, the aparkless sphere gap voltmeter could 
immadiately be tenaed an absolute instrument, since the method 
ot inverted images allows an accurate computation to be made ot 
the electrostatic ~oroe ot attraction between the spheres tor 
any given applied vol tags. (Appendix A) The influence or shanks 
and adjacent bodies on the attractive force between the spheres 
may be determined in theory by experiment or by calculation, but 
in actual operation both methods present dif'ticul ties. Investi-
gations or both a tb.eoretical and experi.n:ental nature were made 
before choosing the means later described tor obtaining the values 
or corrections to be applied to computed sparking voltages. The 
methods examined 119 re as tollows: 
1. A measurement or the rate or change ot capacitance ot 
the spheres with respect to distance between them would give an 
overall calibration ot the inatrwmnt taking into account every 
possible disturbing influence. This is because the spacing 
factor relating the torce to voltage is numerically equal to 
one-halt the rate 0£ change of capaci tanoe, as may be seen trom 
a consideration ot ~he energy in the electrostatic field. Using 
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Maxwell coetticients ot capacity: 
z v.:z £ :::r j- Cs1 V, r C,,, V, l'z r f Csi. z. 
where E is the energy, Vi and V 2 are the potentials of the spheres, 
c81 and Cs2 sel.t'-capacitanoes, and Cm is the mutual capaci-
tance of each sphere. 08 is the charge existing on one sphere 
when it is at uni i potential and the other sphem is grounded; 
Cm is the charge on either sphere when it is grounded and the 
other sphere is at unit potential. 
The force of attraction (taken as positive for attraction, 
mgati ve for repulsion) is g1. ven by ditterentiating the expression 
for energy w1 th respect to distance between the sphere canters . 
F= f :,;s1 V,Z 1- Jr V, ~ r f jfsi ~l 
For our laboratory set-up, v2 is zero and 
I ~SI v;,z F= z ; i)( 
A resonant circuit was set up using a frequency of a tew 
thousand cycles. Beadings of the standard condenser in the c1rcu1 t 
were made tor spacings of every few centimeters of the sparkles& 
sphere gap. It was found by repeating the curves thus obtained 
with the leads going to the hot sphere in difterent posi tiona 
that the various curves did not check very closely. Sane of 
this apparent distortion of the curves was undoubtedly in the 
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the inability to set the spheres to the same spacing each tiine. 
A gap spacing measurement, accurate enough for ordinary voltage 
measurements was not sut'riciently precise, by far, to give a 
curve whose slope had to be found to within a tew tenths ot one 
per oent accuracy in order to be of value. Also, the capacity 
being ot tbs order of 50 to 100 micro-micro-farads, the differences 
or capacity noted on the standard condenser were too small tor 
the necessary precision. 
It was concluded that this method would be quite dittic\llt 
to extend to the degree of accuracy required, though the design 
ot a special condenser reading ditterencea to a small part or a 
micro-micro-tarad and used in a bridge circuit ot a ~ in Which 
only the ditterencea of capacity would be of significance, certain-
ly would yield better results than those obtained. In any case, 
the stray capacities of the long leads would still be present 
and great care would have to be taken to see that the change ot 
this stray capacity aa the gap setting ia changed would not be 
enough to intluence the readings. 
2. Another attack on the problem ot measuring rates of change 
of capacity waa made in considering a ballistic galvanometer, 
direct current voltage circuit in which charge on the spherea 
and voltage would be determinable . Here, because of the small 
capacity to be measured, an ordinary galvanometer would giTe 
too small a deflection if' the charging voltage of' the spheres were 
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low enough to be masured with precision. It was necessary there-
f'ore to investigate the possibility of charging the spheres to a 
voltage in the neighborhood of 100,000 volts D.C. from a kenotron 
and measuring the charge, which was then suitable in magnitude 
for the available galvanometer. 
The voltage wou1d be measured by measuring the force. Then 
the capacity would be given by: 
C= _g_ 
II 
A curve of capacity against spacing, the capacity being com-
puted from the above equation using values ot ~~ for the iso-
(ie., lated sphere case, would be obtained. From this curve, ~ would 
be extracted and a new series ot calculations for C made, using 
~ these new values ot i1' • This process could be continued until 
the values ot ~ c.. taken f'l70m the curve agreed 1fi th those used 
. v?C 
in arriving at the curve. 
The Toltage was to be maintained at a steady valua by charg-
ing a high voltage condenser bank of large eapaci ty trom the 
kenotron through a very high resistance. 
Another procedure using the same apparatus and a simple 
device designed to move the sphere suddenly a small known dis-
tance was also conside1'9d at the sam time. With the hot sphere 
already charged to the high D. C. potential, the galvanometer 
would read difference of charge as the sphere was deflected. 
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Then 
and with very small displacements, 
4. fl = tJ C. V = 6 C i S"c 
LJ 1( ;~ ~~ z ~ 
or 
~ _ ( A G )J. _J_ = ~1$ 
a')( - .a~ ZF ~-x 
~c,, (Note that this gives actually the value ot eJ«. desired, 
which is the rate ot change ot selt-eapaoi ty of the hot sphere 
with respect to clisplaeement of the grounded sphere. '!'ha pre-
viously described measuremnts give the rate of chan81t ot salt 
capacitance or the hot sphere as the bot sphere is moved. 1he 
ditterence should be very small.) 
Though the difficulty of completely shielding the galva.nom-
eter with both terminals at high potential was overcane, the 
leakage current through the galvanometer was ao high aa to make 
any additional deflection due to a change ot charge through 
the element very small by comparison. This ditficulty could 
not be eliminated, except perhaps by an elaborate insulating 
system to support the high voltage sphere in place of its present 
support. 
3. It was believed that valuable information could more eas-
ily be obtained on a model or the voltmeter to a small scale. 
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With the model spheres, comparisons of forces due to a constan"t 
applied voltage with and without the presence of ground planes 
can be made. Some preliminary work was done on 12.5 centimeter 
spheres and movable grounded screens. This work indicated pos-
sibilities, but also that the time and care required to obtain 
the quantitative results needed were sutticient to warrant a 
separate thesis for the doctorate. Accordingly, R. B. Vaile, :rr. 
undertook the problem and the results of his investigations will 
be found embodied in his thesis. 
4. Computations by the method ot images for the effect ot 
floors and walls of the laboratory were investigated in a ve~ 
rough way (Appendix A.) . The tew results obtained were of almost 
unknown accuracy, since many doubttul approximations were made. 
It was known however that with sui"ticient labor in performing 
tedious calculations, this method would lead to dependable results. 
Attar the prelimina27 investigations of all the methods described, 
the image computations were thought to ofter the best possibil-
ities for complete analysis. 
5. A scheme which suggests i tael:t for taking account of the 
ettect of shanks on the force between spheres, is to place a 
line charge along the shank of each sphere. These line charges 
would, of course, have to be o:t varying density such that When 
imaged into both spheres, leaving them at the proper potentials, 
the potentials on the shanks due to the original image charges 
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in the spheres plus the two line charges and their images would 
be the same as on the sphere to which the particular shank is 
attached. To determine the possibility of arriving at the value 
of the line charge densities to satisfy these conditions, a 
simpler case was considered. A line charge was placed along 
the axis of a cylindrical shank ot finite length and the poten-
tial at any point on the shank due to this line chargis ot varying 
density, was equated to a constant less the potential due to a 
point charge placed some distance away along the extended axis 
of the shank. 'Iha resulting integral equation was solved by 
Protessor Bateman. The simplest fo:tm of the solution for the 
density of the line charge was a complicated Fourier series ot 
doubttul convergence. 
The line charges may be replaced by a series ot point charges 
giving a shank with "humps•. This was found to be practical for 
computation. A calculation for the eftect of such shanks at 
two spacings is presented in a later section of this thesis. 
31. 
Image Computations for the Effect ot 
Ground Planes and Shanks on the Force between Spheres 
The first step in the computation of the eftect of ground 
planes on the force between spheres was a study of' the relative 
order of' magnitude ot the various new image charges created by 
a single pair of image spheres. These image spheres were located 
m th their line of centers parallel to the line of centers ot 
the original spheres and a distance of twelve diameters away. 
This case corresponds to the laboratory tloor, six diameters 
trom the spheres. 
For this study the spheres were drawn out on a sheet ot 
paper (12 feet by 4 feet) large enough to allow image charges 
and their positions to be placed on the plot as they were found. 
Then the procedure was as follows: 
1. Principal charges were found for the case of two isolated 
100 centimeter spheres at 25 centimeters spacing. (See Appendix 
A for the method.) After the fourth or fifth image had been ob-
tained in each sphere , it was noted that the remaining images 
occurred always at the same position. (The distance of the image 
rz. 
from the center ia f where r is t he sphere radius and t 
is the distance to sphere center of the charge to be imaged. 
The image position was always 25 centimeters from the center ot 
the sphere. This makes t • 125 - 25 • 100. Then since r • 50, 
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z f=z5 tor the next image, etc.) By simply swmning a gecxnet-
rical series, one can obtain the principal charges and their po-
sition.e to a high degree of precision in but a tew operations. 
Using the principal charges thus obtained, the f'oroe between 
spheres was calculated by slide-rule to be 
z F. =. 174 v 
l 
while Kalvin gives F= .17+32 V 
2 . 'Ihese principal charges were placed also in the image 
spheres below the floor plane. These tour series ot principal 
charges (one series in each of the four spheres) were designated 
by a letter P with appropriate subscripts . This subscript 
s ystem made the •book- keeping• of the images possible and thus 
lessened the difficulty of checking calculations. 
3. The two P series in the image spheres below the ground 
plane were imaged into each of the original spheres; the two P 
series in eaoh of the original spheres were imaged into each ot 
the two image spheres below the ground plane . The new images 
t hus created were termed the S images (with appropriate sub-
scripts to designate the sphere which contained the particular 
images .)• 
4 . 'The S charges were imaged into all the spheres, giving 
the T set of charges; the T set gave rise to the U set, 
which gave rise to the V set, which gave rise to the Yi set . 
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The charges making up the W set were very minute and were al tared 
to take account of the sum of all charges beyond the W set. 
5. The additional torce between spheres due to (1) the 
presence of the P images in the image spheres and the S , and 
'l' image charges was computed. Then the additional force due to 
(2) the U , then (3) the V , then (4) the W sets ot charge• 
was computed. The ratio of the separate contributions waa 
(1) 7.5, (2) 2.4, (3) -2.5, (4) 2.1, and the total contribution 
waa 9 .5 or about l .35% ot the force due to the original prin-
69'7 .2 
cipal charges in the original spheres. It is important to note 
that it was not attempted to recalculate the total force between 
spheres when 1n the presence of a ground plane. This would have 
required a very high degree of accuracy in placing and determin-
ing the new image charges, tor to detect a difference ot l.~ 
would have maant that the new total force must be computed to 
better than one per cent. HoweTer, by computing the additional 
contribution as was done here, the value 1.35 should be correct 
to slide-rule accuracy. Because of the ditterences that enter 
into the calculations, it was believed that the value ot 1.35 
simply showed the correction to lie definitely between l and 
1-1/2 per cent. 
This first analysis disclosed certain tacts which made pos-
sible quicker and more accurate computations. '1he additional 
contribution to force caused by t he images which spring up due 
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to tbe presence of a ground plane may be divided into two parts: 
(1) the additional force due to new images in t he original sphere; 
(2) the direct new torce due to all the charges in the image spheres. 
It is easy to estimate t he value ot factor (2) by simply consid-
ering the principal or P charges in the image spheres acting 
on the principal or P charges in the original spheres. (The 
value of factor (2) would change only by l or l~/2 per cent, it 
charges s, T, etc. were also considered.) By thus estimating 
factor (2), it waa found that it was but or the order~ one per 
cent ot factor (1) for the 6 diameter to ground plane case. Thus 
it item (1) ia canputed accurately, the entire ettect of the 
ground plane is known accurately. 
A consideration ot the quantities influencing factor (l) 
shows that the new charges arising in the original spheres because 
of the presence of the ground plane consist of one group very close 
to the center of each sphere and another group not at the center, 
but which arises trom those which~ at the center. In Fig. 8, 
the original spheres and the image spheres are shown. (The prin-
cipal charges are not present in this diagram.) The new images 
which arise in each sphere becaus of the presence of the ground 
plane are indicated by the dots which are intended only to illus-
trate how the new charges actually do lie either very close to the 
center or else appear (in the course of imaging the •center• 
charges) at some position trom 20 to 25 centimeters trom the center. 
f iq.8 
Now, the "center" charges are very close to the center; they arise, 
without exception, to image out all (including the principal charges 
not shom in the figure) the charges in the two lower image spheres . 
Since the lower spheres are 12 diameters or 24 radii from the 
original spheres, the distance that the "center,. charges are act-
ually displaced from the center is 1/24 ti.mas the radius (accord-
ing to the image formulas, Appendix A) or about 2 centimeters. 
Furthennore, the direction of this small displacement is almost 
perpendicular to the line of centers . As a result , the charges 
which appear because of these slightly displaced •center• charges 
are precisely the same as they would have been had the ttoenter" 
charges been exactly at the center to a fraction of one per cent. 
Thus: 
distance of •center" charge 
f'rom center of sphere and on a line almost perpendicular to the 
line of centers . 
r .&. -z i1S + 2.08 = t~S - to 5 significant f'igures the 
sane distance to the center of the adjacent sphere as would be 
obtained if the charge were e:xactly at the center. Consequently, 
the resulting charges are of the same value and in the same po-
si tion as that which they would have if the "center" charges were 
at the center. 
A:D.y new charges placed at the center of either of the orig-
inal spheres· give rise to other charges, as stated, at distances 
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to centers of 20 to 25 centimeters . It the potential of either 
sphere were to be raised, the new analysis would simply require 
placing an appropriate charge {Q. 111 C V where C is the capacity 
of an isolated sphere, equal to its radius) at the center of the 
sphere, then introducing in each sphere all the image charges that 
result. But the eftect ot added potential on each sphere on the 
force is known. So that it is not necessary to find the Talues 
and posi tiona of countless succeeding image charges, and then to 
multiply all the new charges in the grounded sphere by a.11 the 
charges in the hot sphere and to divide by the appropriate dis-
tance squared, to obtain the disturbing force ot attraction. It 
is simply necessary to determine the new added charge at the 
. -
center of each sphere, interpret it in tema ot potentials A V, , 
and A ~ and note tha~ : 
e, ;:: ..L lj1s [ v,2] 
r. z ax ' 
for isol~ ted splt~re.J) 
!JF=F.-F'z 
;: i ~~IS [ .2 '1. v, VL + '1 v, 1 + A Vz_ z 1 
t f ~"' A Vz. f I/, .,_ A ~} 
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Computations are more convenient i f the spheres be reduced 
to one centimter dimensions; then for an original unit charge 
and unit potential on the hot sphere and additional charges due 
to the plane of 81. and g2 in the hot and grounded spheres 
respectively: 
Jc,,, are obtainable to more than needed accuracy 
di( 
from the tables oomputed by Lord Kel.Tin and given in Table Il; 
g1 and g2 can be obtained quite accurately almost directly 
and the accuracy improved by applying corrections. The tirat 
direct values ot 8]. and g2 are obtained by not ing trom Table 
II the total charges in each sphere f or unit potential and a 
quarter diameter spacing. The sum o'f these charges (called Q} 
with the proper sign is divided by 24 and the first value 
g1 • g2 is obtained. Thia assumes that 24 radii is so great com-
pared to 1 radius t hat all t he charges in t he image spheres may 
be assumed at the 88JDe point 24 radii away. This may be improved 
by adding separately the e!'tects of the pri ncipal charges (which 
are oanparatively easily obtai ned) in t heir true positions; t hen 
g1 and g2 ditf'er very slightly. (This last step introduces too 
small a change to warrant i ta use.) Q. as determined by thia 
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Table .n 
Gap Settillg 
in C31 bl -'- CJC.s1 ~c-Per Cent - -radiu~ radius 2 ~;< Tl( 
Diameter 
5 l .58396 .881'15 l.1584, 2.54878 
10 l.43131 .'12378 ..5 ... 852 l.12?00 
15 l.34827 .63:395 . • 32917 .72714 
20 1.29316 .57202 .231~9 .52928 
25 1.25524 .52557 .1'1432 .41260 
30 l.22218 .4881.9 .13696 .535'14 
35 1.19755 .4574:6 .11082 .28180 
4.0 l.17'138 .4.314.0 .091'!4 .24146 
45 1.16056 .40886 .0'1720 .21052 
60 1.14629 .38908 .06092 .18598 
65 1.13404 .37151 .00693 .16608 
60 1.12340 .35571 .(K963 .14962 
65 l.llQO . M.l.50 .04363 .13582 
70 1.10008 .32852 .03863 .124:06 
75 1.09859 .51663 .03441 .11394 
80 l.09208 .30069 .00084 .1051.4 
8:5 1.08625 .29557 .02775 .09744 
90 1.08095 .28617 .02509 .09002' 
95 1.0761? .27742 .02278 .08458 
100 1.07182 .26942 
.020'15 .07916 
.All values in electrostatic uni ts 
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Table II {continued) 
Cs, and C"' are t he aeli' and mutwl.l capaei tances respeo-
t1 vel,- and ;; denotes the rate of cha?Jge ot ca.pac1 tance Yi 'U1 
respect to distance bet118ell centeTs. Hence, it the potentials 
ot the two spheres a.re V, and ~ , then the total charges 
in each, (JI and {}z , and the attractive t'orce are giv n by: 
Q,~ Cr1 V, f' c,.. ~ 
Oz= Cs, Vz .,. C714 V, 
F= J. Jf 's { V." .,_ a x , V:J + ::-v,~ 
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tirst step should be increased because of the presence of the 
MW charges, gl and g2 , in the image spheres as well aa in the 
original spheres. The new andbetter value to replaoe g1 ie 
, - 3. 9, a given then by 91 -~ t- z-;;:- • (This expression is 1n units 
of one centimeter radius spheres . That is, Q, is a number re-
sul ting frcm the addition ot charges in two one- centimeter spheres , 
one raised to unit potential and the other grounded. If~ 
spheres should rece1Te a potential of s1 then the total charge 
is not Q~ I= Q but rather Qrf, ~z -Jl 9, 11 ) A still better 
value to improve 91 ia 
2. ~ ff ;: 9' ~ Z f I Q +- ,I_ ,,X ,2 £i ~ 
~-#- 2+ ~ z+ 
For the case ~ 6 diameters to a parallel ground plane g•1 
waa used and A F computed a• outlined tor spacings tram 5 to 
7~ per cent diameter. Tbe results stated in terms ot correction 
to voltage rather than force ue shown by the curves or Figure SJ . 
The sign ot A F is always apposite to F , which means that a 
ground pl ane always decreases the force tor a giTen voltage. 
d V in per cent is one-halt t1 F because V is proportional to 
the square root ot t orce . 
Computations also have been made for two other fP8.Cinga aa 
shown in :rigure 9 . These three curves should give the correction 
tact or to a tew per cent ot 1 ts true value, the curve tor a diam-
eters being the moat accurate and that for 4 diameters the least 
4-2. . 
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accura~ . Account n.• taken in each caae ot the etteot tel'!!Bd fac-
tor 2 . on page 34 - the direct action of the charges in the 
image spheres. This contribution, even for the 4 diameter clear-
ance case, was neTer more than several per oent of the correc-
tion f'actor, but it waa taken into account. ibeae curve• gi:re 
the ettect of planes on previously isolated sphel"9a, not the 
ettect of planes on spheres w1 th shanks. Though the ahanka them-
selTes cauae a disturbanoe, they do not intluenoe the separate 
etteot of the ground planes more than to ohange the ordinates ot the 
cunea Figures 9 and 10 by a few per cent, the order ot magni-
tude ot the disturbanoe due to shanks acting alom . 
The aame aaaumption.a described tor the case of a plane par-
allel to the line of centers may be applied but with leaa accuracy 
to the case of a plane perpendicular to the 11.lle of centers . 
Here again the disturbance may be considered aa made up ot the 
same t•o factors: (1) the added contribution due to the new 
charges which appear in the original spheres; (2) the direct ac-
tion of all the charges in the image sphere• on all the charges 
in the original spheres. P'aetor 2, which preTiou.ely was unim-
portant now becanes about one-fourth of the total disturbance in 
the case of a plane of fiTe diameters clearance to the closest 
and grounded sphere. Th.is, of course, is due to the tact that 
the charges ill the image spheres act on the charges in the principal 
44. 
apharea directly along the line o-r centere instead of at a large 
angle as in the preTious case. HoweTer, tactor (2) may be oom-
puted w1 th good accuracy by the same procedure outlined for com-
puting this part ot the disturbance in the preTious case. 
Factor (l) caimot be so accurately computed as in the case 
ot a parallel plane by the same method used there, becauae what 
were termed the •center" images in the previous case, while they 
a till :tall at the same anall distance trom the center (tor the 
same clearance to grolllld), occur now along the line ot centers. 
Previously, the small displacement was almost psrpendi cular to 
the line of centers and resulting images were practically unchanged. 
But the change ot succeeding i .mages trom what the7 would be it 
the •center" charges wre exactly at the center, is in this case 
only ot the order of one to two per cent, and factor (l) is only 
75 per cent of the total disturbance for a clearance ot :f1 ve 
diameters to ground, ao the curTe tor this clearance in Figure 9 
is still belieTed to be accurate to certainly better than 10 per 
cent. The cUl'Te for 10 diameters to ground should be more accur-
ate. For this clearance, 1 tem a becomaa about 1$ of item l. 
The contribution of factor (2) opposes that of factor (1), henoe 
the ordinates of Figure 10 are smaller than those in Figure 9 for 
like clearances. 
From the results and discus•ion presented, it is clear that 
very good approrlmations may be obtailled tor the case ot 
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combinations of planes, such as an intersecting floor and wal.l. 
In tact, :for the clearances such as those available in the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology laboratory, an excellent estimate may 
be obtained by the repeated use of the curves (Figures 9 and 10) 
already computed. The net effect will be less than the sum ot 
the e:ftects due to the individual planes because o:f the presence 
ot new "diagonal" image spheres with their images having a sign 
opposite to the image spheres already investigated. 
To find the effect of a corner as pictured in Figure 11: 
1. Find the disturbance due to spheres A. for a clearanoe 
dA from Figure 9. 
2. Find the disturbance due to spheres B far a clearance 
dB from Figure 10. 
3. For a clearance d0 take a weighted mean of the distur-
bances given by Figure g and Figure 10, reID3mbering that the 
taotor (2) previously discussed, contributes only a tew per cant 
to the ordinate of Figure 9, but about 25% of the ordinate in 
Figure 10 for the 5 diameter clearance and about 15 per cent or 
the ordinate in Figure 10 for the 10 diameter clearance case. 
4. Add the effects :found in (1) and (2) aDd. subtract the 
effect found in (3) for the :final correction factor. 
For more accuracy, the change 1n the total charge in the 
spheres A and B due to the presence ot C mu.st be considered. 
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This means that the charge t hrown into the centers of the original 
spheres (tanned g1 in the preceding discussion and modified to 
g"1 } must again receive a small correction. Also, the eftect of 
the diagonal image spheres should be computed according to the 
schema used for arriving at the curves in Figures9 and 10 rather 
t han estimated by taking a mean of the readings from these curves. 
For clearances to walls and floors which exist in the laboratory, 
these retinemants are unnecessary. 
In the ease of an angle in which both planes are parallel 
to the line of centers (such as a floor and side wall of the 
laboratory), only the curves ot Figure 9 need be used and the 
error of approximation due to taking a mean of ordinates obtained 
trcm figures 9 and 10 does not appear. 
The method may be applied to give an estimate of the correc-
tion factor to be applied when the spheres are enclosed by a 
grounded box-like structure. Here the number ot image spheres 
becomes infini ta. The closest ot these image spheres are pic-
tured in figure 12, the predominant sign of the charge in each 
pair of spheres being indicated. '!here are countless other s pheres 
not shown which result from imaging each sphere into ea.ch plane. 
The procedure should be to find, as explained, the effect of the 
closest image spheres. The ettect of spheres in a larger radiua 
from the original spheres as center may be added in steps. '!he 
contri butions will diminish in magnitude and alternate in sign 
fi9 . 13 
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so an approximate sum ought to be computable Yi thout dif'ticul ty • 
.As more and more spheres are considered, refinement coul.d be in-
troduced by correcting the total charge in each sphere. 
The scheme of' introducing point charges along the shanks ot 
the spheres to give a.n indication of' the contribution to the force 
due to the presence of the shanks has already been mentioned. To 
arrive at the value of these charges, fictitious shanks ma.de up 
ot intersecting spheres were considered. (See Figure 13.) The 
correct charges necessary to keep these spheres at proper poten-
tial in the f'ace of the spheres (large and small) them.selves 
were sought. The procedure was as f'ollon: 
1. The value of the potential behind each sphere for various 
distances was computed from the principal charges in the original 
spheres. 
2. This potential was neutralized by' an image charge in each 
small shank sphere. In the case of the hot shank, an additional 
charge was placed at the center of each shank sphere to place it 
at the same potential as the large hot spheres. 
3. The process of imaging every new charge into every sphere 
wae carried on for a tew steps. 
4. A check was made by evaluating the potential (by' summing 
charge over distance) at points along the shank. A trial and 
error process wu used to improve the values of' charges. 
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5. When the above process yielded a fairly smooth shank ot 
proper dimensions, the contribution to force was computed. 
Tbe calculations 11ere made tor three cases: (1) 90 centi-
meter shanks of approximately 5-1/2 centimeters diameter - the 
diameter of the shanks in the laboratocy - for a gap spacing ot 
25 eentimeters; (2) 200 centimeter shanks for a gap spacing ot 
25 centimeters; {3) 200 centineter shanks for a gap spacing ot 
50 centimeters. 
In the 90 centi.Jmter case, twenty charges spaced 4-1/2 cen-
timeters apart were used on each shank. (This spacing of charges 
was chosen because at this distance between centers, two spheres 
of 6 eentimters diameter will intersect at approximately 90 
degrees. The infinite series of images appearing for intersect-
ing spheres reduces to a single charge for this angle of int ersec-
tion.) The result showed t hat the shanks increased t he foroe for 
a given voltage, as expected from simply a consideration of the 
fields. A voltage as computed by assuming isolated spheres should 
be too high by .6 per cent. 
In the 200 centimeter case, forty charges were used on each 
shank. 'Ihese are listed in Table III. The calculations ehowed 
1.5 per cent error in voltage computation for the 25 centimeter 
gap spacing and 3 per cent error for the 50 centimeter gap spacing. 
From a first consideration it may seem that an increase f'r<D 
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Table III 
Shank CbarS,!S 
(Potential of hot sphere is taken aa .02) 
Distance Hot Shank Grounded Shank 
from Sphere 25 em. 50 om. 25 em. 50 cm. 
cm. Gap Gap Gap Gap 
5 .002 .005 .0008 .0006 
10 .003 .004 .0009 .OOO'l 
15 .004 .00!1 .0010 .0008 
20 .005 .005 .0011 .0009 
25 .005 .005 .0012 .0010 
30 .005 .005 .0013 .0010 
3!> .006 .006 .0013 .0011 
40 .006 .006 .0013 .0010 
45 .ooe .006 .0013 .0008 
50 .007 .007 .0013 .0008 
55 .OO? .007 .0013 .0010 
60 .007 .007 .0013 .0010 
65 .007 .007 .0013 .oou 
70 .007 .OO'l .ooiz .0011 
75 .007 .007 .0013 .oou 
80 .007 .007 .0013 .0010 
85 .007 .007 .0013 .oou 
90 .007 .007 .0013 .0011 
95 .007 .OO'l .0012 .0011 
100 .oos .ooe .0012 .oooe 
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Table III (continuedl 
Distance Hot Shank Grounded Shank 
from Sphere 25 cm. 50 cm. 25 cm. 50 cm. 
cm. Gap Gap Gap Gap 
105 .008 .ooa . 0012 .0008 
110 .oos .ooa .0013 .0011 
115 .009 .009 .0013 .0011 
120 .009 .009 .0013 .0011 
125 .008 . 008 .0013 .0011 
130 .008 .ooo .0013 .0011 
135 .008 . 008 .0013 .0011 
140 .008 .008 .0012 .0010 
145 .008 .ooa .0011 .oooo 
150 .ooa .ooa .0011 .0009 
155 .ooe .008 .0012 .0010 
160 .009 .009 . 0013 .0011 
165 .010 .010 .0014 .0012 
170 .011 .011 . 0015 . 0013 
175 .012 .012 .0016 .0013 
180 .014 .014 .OOl'l . 0014 
185 .016 .016 .0018 .0015 
190 .018 .018 .0018 .0015 
195 .018 . 018 .0018 .0017 
200 .019 .019 .0018 .0017 
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• 6 per cent to 1 . 5 per cent error upon the addition ot another 
110 centimeters of shank length indicates an error for the nmch 
longer shank of the laboratory of much more than 1.5 per cent. 
However, further study showed that, because of the shielding 
effect of the hot sphere, the eftect of added shank when the 
shaDlc is less than 100 centimeters ia Tery important; when the shank 
is greater than 100 centimeters the efteot or added length is to 
contribute a rapidly decreasing increment. These conclusiona 
were arrived at by computing the e:f'tect of a small sphere at the 
sane potential aa the hot sphere and placed at difterent positions 
tram zero to 300 centimeters behind the hot sphere. From the 
results obtained it is believed that fran 1.5 to 2.6 per cent 
is the order of magnitude of the correction due to shanka for a 
25 centimeter gap spacing; 3.25 to 4.25 per cent is the error for 
50 centimeter spacing. 
From the curves of Figures 9 and 10 and a knowledge of the 
various clearances to ground existing in our laboratory (Figure 2) 
it is expected that the effects of grounds and shanks must very 
nearly cancel each other at 25 centimeters spacing. It is alao 
concluded that the eftects are almost equal and opposite oTer the 
whole range ot spacings used in the sparking voltage measurements 
on the 50 centimeter spheres; the maximum spacing used waa 3:5 
oentimetere. The cunes of Figure 3, giving tertiary volte agaiut 
kilovolts computed from force, are seen to consist of broken lines. 
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These lines do not connect smoothly because the gap setting ot 
the sparkless spheres is different for eaoh range of vol tags. 
Some of this difference is due to an actual change in the rela-
tion between the secondary and tertiary terminal voltage w1 th the 
change in capacity load and also a change in the voltage drop 
through the aeries water resistor. Soma of this deviation, which 
is as much as 1.5 per cent between the curves for 25 and 35 cen-
timeters gap spacing, may also be due to the variation with spac-
ing of the disturbance due to grounds and shanks. On the basis 
of this and previous conclusions, this figure of 1.5 per cent 
waa quoted in stating the limit of accuracy of the test points 
ot Figures 5, 6, and 7 over the range between 40 and 50 cenU-
meters spacing of the sparking spheres. 
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Conclusions - The Sparkless Sphere Gap 
Voltmeter as an Absolute Standard 
In Appendix A are listed ten very apparent and definite 
advantages of the sparkless sphere gap voltmeter over the con-
ventional sparking spheres. These advantages were seen trom 
the first work on the force mater. Further merits ot this 
method may now be stated as a result of the research described 
in this thesis. These factors make the sparkless spheres worthy 
of serious consideration as a new A. I. E. E. standard method for 
high voltage measurement. 
l. There is only one correction that need be applied to a 
voltage computed from force assuming isolated spheres. Thia 
correction factor, occasioned by the presence of grounds and 
shanks, is a constant for any set-up and can be determined with 
exoellent accuracy. 
2. The influences of floors, walls, shanks, etc. are small 
and opposite in direction. Thua, for a practical installation 
in a high voltate laboratory, the imter may be said to be an 
absolute standard. 
3. For any spacing of the sparkless spheres, the force 
varies as the square of the voltage. This characteristic may be 
used to find the calibration of the instrument over its whole 
range of spacings once it has been found for one spacing by 
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comparing force readings at dif'terent spacings on constant 
voltaS19. 
4. The present standard, the sparking spheres, gives read-
ings which vary. The sparking voltage is not canputable trcn the 
present inadequate theory; the influence of various factors not 
being known and completely understood, 1 t is not possible to 
obtain a calibration curYe which a given gap may be expected to 
duplicate. The sparking spheres are thus usetul aa a secondary, 
approximate means tor measuring voltage. For a primary standard 
the non-sparking spheres are superior. 
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.lppendix A 
The Sparkless 
Sphere Gap Voltmeter 
Sphere gaps may be used for measuring 
very high voltages by holding them at a 
separation greater than spark-over d istance, 
and measuring the force between them. 
The voltage may then be calculated easi ly 
and accurately from well known electro-
static principles. Among the advantages 
of this type of measurement over the con-
ventional spark-over methods are: no cor-
rections are necessary for air temperature, 
humidity, and pressure; effective voltage 
values are given; ~easurements are not er-
ratic; and numerous difficulties in taking 
measurements are avoided. 
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THE sphere gap may be used as a 
Kelvin electrostatic type of voltmeter rather than a 
spark gap voltmeter, if the spheres are mounted so 
that the forces between them, due to applied differ-
ences of potentials, can be measured ; and the authors 
of this paper believe the data presented herein indi-
cate greater convenience and accuracy for sphere 
gaps thus used than can be obtained with gaps used 
in the conventional manner. The reasons for this 
statement are: 
1. Accurate methods are available for calculating t he relation 
between potential differences of 2 isolated spheres and the forces 
due to these potential differences when sphere dimensions, spacing, 
and the dielectric constant of their ambient medium are known. 
2. Since the dielectric constant of air is not appreciably affected 
by temperature, air density, or humidity, no corrections for these 
factors are necessary. 
3. The tests showed complete freedom from erratic readings so 
noticeable in the spark gap voltmeter. 
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1. For all numbered references sec list 1>teod of paper. 
4. Test planes of large size placed as near as possible to the spheres 
without causing sparking from spheres to plane had little influence 
on the readings. 
5. The sensitivity of equipment used is such that a change in force 
of 1/ 2 gram or less can be detected easily, and forces from 100 to 400 
grams were available in the tests. Thia~ of sensitivity is such 
that the instant of contact of the ~ at zero spacing can be 
noted by a movement of the free sphere more readily than by noting 
the electric contact or any other means known. 
APPARATUS USED 
The apparatus used in t he experiments is shown in 
figures 1, 2, and 3. T he only large spheres avail-
able at California Institute of Technology for making 
these tests were a pair of 100 centimeter cast alumi-
num spheres made at the same time and as exact 
duplicates of the pair used by Carroll and Cozzens1 
in their tests ; and these spheres show, on spark-over 
tests, the same erratic performance as reported by 
them. The right-hand sphere is supported by a rigid 
insulating frame suspended from the roof structure 
of the laboratory and is mounted in such a way as to 
provide for adjustment of the sphere gap for spacings 
from 0 to 150 centimeters. Changes in the sphere 
gap setting are made by means of a motor-driven 
meChanical system, the motor being placed on the 
floor and attached to, but insulated from, the sphere 
driving mechanism by a long rope belt. The left-
fi g. 1. A view of the sphere gap and other princi-
pal pieces of apparatus comprising the sparkless 
sphere gap voltmeter. The sphere in the fore-
ground is the hot sphere. The measuring appa-
ratus, shown in more detail in figure 3, may be seen 
at the far end of the shaft of the grounded sphere 
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Fig. 2. Another view of the apparatus, showing 
the relation of the sphere gap to the other equip-
ment in the laboratory, and showing the large 
clearance available around the gap. The grounded 
sphere is in the foreground of this view. Note the 
long V suspension ropes 
hand or free sphere is suspended by 4 ropes arranged 
in 2 pairs, each pair forming a letter V, the apex of 
which is attached to the shaft supporting the free 
sphere. This suspension with the upper ends of the 
V attached to the roof structure provides horizontal 
force components which prevent lateral motion of the 
sphere and at the same time allows very free motion 
along the axis through the center of the 2 spheres. 
· In the tests made, this free sphere was grounded by 
very flexible connections from its supporting shaft to 
ground. ~founted on this supporting shaft near the 
end away from the sphere, is a fine wire which 
serves as a pointer, any motion of which may be ob-
served through a cathetometer telescope. Also at 
this end of the shaft, there is attached a cord which 
passes over a bicycle wheel used as a pulley and 
supports a weight pan on which weights may be 
placed to balance the pull between the spheres. 
With this arrangement the natural damping was 
sufficient to prevent oscillations. 
A water tube resistance of about 2 megohms, 
made of 3/ 4 inch garden hose through which tap 
water is run for cooling, is connected in the circuit 
between the transformers and the insulated sphere 
to prevent burning of the spheres when the gap 
flashes over. This resistance is kept insulated from 
ground by having the flowing water fall into a funnel 
at the top ot the hose and trom the outlet mto a tank 
on the floor. The hose is protected from corona burns 
where necessary by pie tins used as disk shields 
spaced about 18 inches apart. 
TAKING TEST READIN.GS 
In the work to date, readings of voltage have been 
made by setting the sphere gap just above spark-
over distance for each voltage measured and enough 
weight put on the pan to balance the pull on the 
spheres and keep the free sphere from moving, as 
noted by the cross hair. With voltage held constant 
by means of a voltmeter in the transformer tertiary 
''volt" coil, the sphere gap distance was then decreased 
until the gap flashed over and the length of gap at 
the time of flashover noted. The potential difference 
for this spacing, as indicated by use of the A.I.E.E. 
sphere gap curve, may then be compared with the 
voltage calculated by the equation 
v = 9,405VF/S 
where F is the weight in grams on the pan, and S 
is the spacing factor shown in figure 8. Results of 
these measurements are shown in figure 4, typical 
data for which are given in table I. 
V in the above equation is the effective value of 
voltage; hence, to compare it with the A.I.E.E. 
sphere gap curve, the wave form must be known. 
No difficulty was encountered at any time in dupli-
cating readings showing the relation between the 
force readings as determined by the weights on 
the pan and the voltmeter readings as obtained at the 
"volt" coil; and the sensitivity and precision of the 
force measurements was found to "be much better 
than the degree of accuracy obtainable in reading 
the voltmeter and setting the voltage control regu-
lator. Figure 5 shows two 2 wave forms, the lower, 
the input volt wave to the testing transformer, and 
Table I-Typical Test Data for Voltage Measurement With 
One-Meter Spheres 
Temperature 'T' .,. 13 degrees centigrade 
Barometric Pressure "b" = 747 mm of mercury 
0 = 0.392 b = 1 023 
273+ T . 
• 
.. .. E •. .. ., :G-o .. D .... 
4U ~ ~ d t'.:? tll Ou 0 u .! d C> -. C> d ' d •e1u 
·--" ~: :-; ~! ~~~ ..... ~!!~ ~~ • """C> C) :.~ ..... 0 .. "0., c:i.·- Qi• ... 0 p;:z; o~:it e r>tO !-t >Pl Cl)Q wQu (/) 
2 . .. 35 cm ... 346.1. .. 150 ... 31.1 cm . .. 32 . 1 cm .. . 0.11082 .. . 526,000 
3 .. .40 cm .. . 376.6 ... 170 ... 36. 6 cm .. . 37 .9 cm . .. 0 .09174 ... 603,000 
5 . . . 50 cm ... 3M. 7 ... 190.5 ... 43 . 8 cm .. .45. 4 cm . . . 0 .06592 ... 690,000 
7 . . . 55 cm ... 362.5 ... 202 ... 51. 7 cm . .. 53 . 7 cm ... 0 .05693 . .. 750,000 
10 . .. 65 cm . .. 338.9 .. 22(} ... 62 .7 cm .•. 65 . 4 cm ... 0 . 04363 ... 829,000 
13 . . . 70 cm ... 309. 1. .. 224 . . . 65 .8 cm .. . 68. 4 cm ... 0 .03863 ... 840,000 
•Calculated by equation: V - 9,405 VF/s 
the upper one, the output voltage wave. The 
output wave was recorded by using a water tube 
resistance of about 5 megohms in series with an 
oscillograph; one end of the resistance being con-
nected to the supporting shaft of the ungrounded 
sphere, and the other end connected through the 
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oscillograph clement to ground. An analysis 0£ the 
output wave, using 50 ordinates, shows its root mean 
square value to be 99.25 per cent that of a trlle sine 
wave having the same crest value. Figure 5 shows the 
wave form is practically a sine wave. • 
RELATION OF FORCE TO VOLTAGE 
The use of inverted images for calculating the 
force between 2 spheres may perhaps be more read-
ily understood by considering the case for a point 
charge in the presence of a grounded conducting 
sphere isolated in space. 2.a.s 
When no other body is present, the potential at 
any point a distance r from the point charge q is 
V = q/r which equation satisfies the one boundary 
condition that the potential be zero at an infinite 
distance from the charge. When the grounded 
sphere is introduced, the equation for potential at 
any point in space must satisfy the additional 
condition that the potential is zero at every point 
on the sphere. Simple geometry provides the equa-
tion for V which will satisfy these conditions. 
In figure 6, o is the center of a sphere of radius a; 
charge q is a distance f from o; p' is a point on the 
line op at a distanced from o; sis any point on the 
surf ace of the sphere. From the figure, 
r = v a1 + r - 2af cos 8 
and 
r' = vat+ cl1 - 2aclcos 8 
If dis made equal to a 2/f: 
. / a' a• 
r' = -va1 + r - 2 7 cos 8 
a 
= 7v'a1 +r - 2afcos8 
and 
r' a 
7=7 
With a charge q at point p and another charge q' 
= - y · q at point p', the expression for potential at 
any point in space a distance r from p and a distance 
Fig. 3. A closeup view of the measuring apparatus 
Fig. 4. Relation 
between spedc-
over vottageo-(eJ-
fective) and 
sphere gap set-
ting at spark-
over distances 
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r' from p' would satisfy the condition that the 
potential be zero on the surface of the sphere; 
since 
v = _g + ( = !l [..!.. - ~ . _!_] 
r r' r f r' 
and 
1 a 1 
-r = 7 .. ? 
everywhere on the sphere. 
Point p' is the inverted image point of p and the 
above expression for potential completely defines the ' 
field outside the sphere. The field outside a grounded 
sphere due to an adjacent point charge is the same 
as the field caused by the original point charge and its 
image point charge. The image charge is always 
( -a/f) times the original charge and is located a 
distance a 2/f from the center of the sphere. 
This analysis can be extended to show the field 
about a sphere A at a potential V in the presence of 
another sphere B at ground potential. The field 
outside an isolated sphere A at a potential V is 
equal to that due to a charge q1 = a V at the center 
of the sphere, where a is the radius which for a sphere 
is equal to its capacitance. If, as in figure 7, another 
sphereB, of the same radius and grounded, is brought 
into the field with its center a distance c from the 
center of A, the field will be distorted. But, as has 
been shown, a charge q2 = - ~ qi at a distance ~ 
c 
a2 
- from the center of the grounded sphere B will, 
c 
together with the original charge q1 in the equation, 
give zero potential over the surface of sphere B. 
This new expression, however, no longer satisfies 
the condition that the voltage be equal to V over the 
surface of sphere A and it is necessary to cancel the 
effect on sphere A of the added charge q2 by placing 
its image charge q3 at a distance d3 from the sphere 
center. If qa is the inverted image of q2, that is, if 
2 
qa = - _!!:_d q2 and d3 = ~d the resulting potential 
c- 2 c- 2 
on sphere A due to q2 and q3 will be zero and the 
sphere potential will be the desired value V due to 
qi only. To keep B at zero potential under the in-
fluence of qi, q2, and qa, this new charge qa must be 
2 
imaged by a charge q4 in B at a distance d" = ad 
. c- 8 
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fig. 5. Oscillogram of voltage, showing wave Form 
The upper curve shows the Form of the voltdge applied to 
the ~phere gdp 
The lower curve shows !ht: form of the voltage applied to 
the primary of the transformer 
from the center of B. The value of q4 is - ~d qa 
c - 3 
to satisfy boundary conditions. Thus a double 
series of images is set up, all those in sph ere A hav-
ing the same sign and all those in sphere B having 
the opposite sign to the original charge q1• 
a a2 In general qn = - d q.- 1 and d. = d 
C - n-1 C - n- 1 
The total force on sphere B is then the sum of the 
attractions on each charge in B due to every charge 
Table 11-CalculatecHmages 
Radius "'a .. = 50 centimeters $pacing = 30 centimeters 
Sphere B (Potential Zero) 
qi = - 0 . 385 Va ... . dt = 19 . 2 cm 
q, = - 0 . 086 Va . .. . d, = 23 . 2 cm 
q, = - 0 . 0177 Va ., .. d, = 23.45 cm 
qs = -0. 00393 Va .... d, = 23 .55 cm 
m A. Since ~..i.attraction between 2 charges q. 
and q, a distance f apart is ~' the total force on B 
may be expressed as a summation : 
"' "' 
F= Ls L1 
2 1 
(c-d, -d,) 2 
(even) (odd) 
Since c, even for very small gap settings, must be 
at least twice a, the nth image charge is much 
smaller than the (n- l)th charge. The inclusion of 
more pairs of images contributes rapidly diminishing 
amounts to the total force. In any case it is neces-
sary to take only as many images as are required to 
make sure the total force of all the neglected images 
will be less than the allowable error. 
A calculation for a 100 centimeter sphere gap with 
a setting of 30 centimeters will illustrate the method. 
The first 4 pairs of images and the distance of each 
from the center of its respective sphere is given in 
table II. 
The force, due to these 4 pairs o cbarges only, is 
then: 
q,q. qaq& qgq, 
[130-d,]• + [130-d&-dal' + (130-d&-ds)' 
q,qs + q.q, qgqs (/lqs 
(130-ds]'- [130-ds-da)2 + [130-ds-d6 ] 2 + [130-da-d;]2 
Which, for q1 = a V (a being 50 centimeters) re-
duces to, if V is expressed in statvolts: 
F = 0.137 V2 dynes 
In general, F = SV1 dynes for V expressed ill stat-
volts or; V = 9,405 for V expressed in practical 
volts, and Fin gr~S: With charges 7 and 8 neg-
lected, the constant S would be reduced about one 
per cent, and, as their contribution to the total force 
is less than half the contribution of charges 5 and 6, 
the error made by neglecting all charges beyond 8 
cannot exceed one per cent . The values for S, 
correct to the 5th decimal place, given in table III 
were computed with enough image charges to give 
this accuracy for spacings from 0 to 100 centimeters. 
These tabulated values are plotted in figure 8, and 
were used in conjunction with the force measure-
ments to calculate the voltages for the one.:.meter 
spheres. 
Since the larger the force measured, the smaller 
the experimental error, the gap should be set as small 
as possible without permitting flashover for each 
measured voltage. For flashover gap settings, using 
F. W. Peek's data4 for the flashover of one-meter 
spheres, forces approximately those shown in figure 9 
will be obtained. • 
Figure 10 shows for one-meter spheres the force 
as a function of voltage for sphere gap spacings of 
15, 30, 50, 75, and 100 centimeters. 
fig. 6. Dia-
gram repre-
senting a 
sphere and a 
point charge 
A 8 
fig. 7. Diagram representing 2 spheres, sphere A 
being at a potential V+ ... aphere B being al 
ground I 
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INFLUENCE OF GROUND PLANES 
In like manner, images may be used for the calcu-
lation of the influence of ground plane effects on the 
force between the spheres. The accurate calculation 
of such influence is possible, but laborious. To 
compute the change in the force caused by an in-
finite ground plane (for instance, a laboratory :floor 
or wall), each charge of the original 2 infinite sets of 
images must be imaged to a position as far behind 
the plane as the charge lies in front of the plane. 
These 2 new sets of images must in turn be imaged 
back into the spheres following the law for sphere 
images presented above, each image being the origin 
of an infinite series of images in the spheres, and the 
procedure continued until the imaged charges become 
negligibly small. Consequently, the number of 
charges to be considered in calculating the force 
existing between the spheres is very much larger 
than for the case of isolated spheres. 
Slide rule computations for the one-meter spheres 
set at 25 centimeters gap, were made of the disturb-
ing effect of grounded infinite planes, one 20 feet 
from the gap, parallel to the line of the sphere 
centers, representing the laboratory :floor; and the 
other 20 feet from the gap, perpendicular to the line 
of the sphere centers, representing an end wall. 
Since only an approximate indication of the disturb-
ance was desired, image charges less than one per 
cent of the original charge were neglected; and 
charges located within a few centimeters of each 
other were grouped in a mean position when con-
sidering the forces exerted on them by charges 
several hundred centimeters distant. The result 
of these calculations indicated the error due to the 
assumption of isolated spheres to be of the order of 
0.5 per cent. For the number of images considered 
in the computation, this is within slide rule accuracy. 
These calculations and the experiments with test 
planes to date, are believed to warrant the conclusion 
that for the test conditions in this laboratory, the 
disturbing effects are negligible for gap spacings up 
to at least 30 centimeters. 
Should further work indicate the need for more 
complete corrections for ground planes, when the 
gap settings are large compared to the sphere diam-
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RESUME 
Curve A of figure 4 has been drawn as a mea 
curve through the test points without the point 
being shown, because, when all the points wer 
shown, they made the curve, at the scale drawn 
Table Ill-Computed Value of the Spaci~g Factor S 
I 
(Sir W. Thomson-"Pdpers on Electrostdtics cmd McSgnetism," p. 96) 
Sphere Gap 
Setting- Cm S 
Sphere Gap 
Setting-Cm s 
Sphere Gap 
Setting-Cm s 
o ....... co ••.•••• 35 ....... 0 . 11082 ....... 70 ..... .• 0 .08863 . 
5 ....... 1.13844 .. .... . 40 ....... 0.09174 ....... 75 ..... .. 0.034-U 
10 ....... 0 . 52852 ....... 45 .... ... 0.07720 ... . ... 80 ....... 0 .030M 
15 ....... 0 .32917 ....... 50 ....... 0 . 06592 ...... . 85 ....... 0 .02775 
20 ....... 0 . 23159 ....... 55 .. .... . 0 .05693 ....... 90 ...... . 0 .02509 
25 ....... 0 . 17432 ....... 60 ....... 0 . 04963 ....... 95 ....... 0.02278 
30 ....... 0 . 13696 ....... 65 ....... 0 .04363 .... .. . 100 ...... . 0.02075 
look like a broad ragged line. This is due to thd 
well-known erratic behavior of the sphere gap when 
used to measure voltage by the spark-over method. 
The deviations in the test carried out by the authors 
had the following range from curve A: at 20 centi-
meters spacing, from about 1 per cent below to 1 
per cent above; at 40 centimeters spacing, from 
about 2 per cent below to 1 per cent above; at 60 
centimeters spacing, from 6 per cent below to 2 
per cent above; at 70 centimeters spacing, from 6.5 
per cent below to 1 per cent above. 
It is interesting to note that curve A is practically 
coincident with the curve shown by Meador5 in his 
figure 8. 
Attention is directed to the form of the curve in 
figure 9 which shows that the ma.xi.mum force be-; 
tween the spheres, when they are used as close as 
possible to spark-over voltage settings for the fore~ 
measurements, occurs at a spacing of about 40 centi-
meters which is just the minimum spacing at which 
trouble from erratic sparking commences. Perhaps 
this is an indication that difficulties will be en-
countered if 100 centimeter spheres are used at 
spacings above this value for voltage measurements 
by the spark-over method. 
The advantages of using force measurements 
63. 
rather than spark-over distances for sphere gaps 
are : 
1. No corrections are necessary for temperature, humidity, and 
barometric pressure, the only air characteristic of influence being 
the dielectric constant. 
2. For any given spacing the relation between force and voltage 
may be calculated accurately from fundamental electrostatic 
theory without the use of any empirical data. 
3. From (2) this method appears to have value as an absolute 
;tandard. 
<l. Adjacent bodies, :floors, walls, etc., have at least no greater 
effect on force measurements than on spark gap measurements 
and their influence on force measurements is subject to exact calcula-
tion. 
5. In making voltage tests on apparatus, the use of force measure-
ments permits continuous voltage application and avoids the well-
k:nown difficulties incident to the spark gap method, not the least 
of which are the oscillations sometimes set up. 
6. No series resistance is required if care is exercised to keep the 
spheres at all times separated far enough to avoid spark-over. 
7. Less care is needed in making the spheres capable of withstanding 
spark-over and in maintaining a highly polished surface free from 
dust, lint, etc. 
8. Absence of polarity effects, and effects due to the state of gap 
ionization. 
9. Applicable to continuous potential, and to alternating potential 
of any frequency, without any change in the force-voltage relation. 
10. Readings are always root mean square or effective values re-
gardless of wave form. 
The authors request the interest and co-operation 
of other laboratories in checking the results obtained 
for spheres in air and in extending this method of 
400 EiOO 800 
KILOVOLTS 
1000 
fig. 10. Relation 
between fOKe in 
grams tendlitt to 
pull the spheres 
together and kilo-
volts (effective) 
for several gap 
settings (centi-
meters) 
measurement to spheres of different diameter and to 
spheres mounted in dielectrics other than air, such as 
oil or other liquid dielectrics. 
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M. 
Appendix B 
Methods Previously Used 
to Obtain Sparking Curves 
Peek4 - Peek used the tertiary coil turn ratio to calibrate 
spheres up to 25 centimeters diameter. He then computed 
what the maximum field at the spheres' surface would have 
been for isolated spheres at that same voltage; this tield 
waa assumed to be tha. t which would cause breakdown for 
spheres or any size, and the sparking curves for larger 
~pheres were computed. 
Meador 6 - Meador used the tertiary coil turn ratio and made 
direct readings of the sparking voltages for the 50 centimeter 
spheres. 
Bellaschi5 - Bellaschi obtained curves of surge sparking voltage 
for both positive and negative polarity surges using a poten-
tiometer and measuring beam deflections on osoillograms. 
The negative polarity surge curves are said to be the same 
tor all size spheres as the power :frequency curves. The 
basis for this is that a negative polarity curve for 25 cen-
timeter spheres was seen to agree with a curve obtained soma 
years ago on 60 cyclee for 25 centimeter spheres by measuring 
the charging current to a capacitor. 
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